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Reliving the year-long battle between
Always B Miki and Wiggle It Jiggleit
JAYWALKING
By Jay Bergman
@BergmanJay
There was sadness in the voice of Jimmy
Takter when we spoke last week prior to the
final race of Always B Miki’s career. Takter
has always had a soft spot for his horse and
that’s understandable. Yet it appeared on my
end of the line that Takter wanted to see his
champion go out in style, not just win but
forever put to rest the decision in the Wiggle
It Jiggleit debate. That final match-up didn’t
take place as Wiggle It Jiggleit’s season came
to an end prior to entries being drawn.
Like Takter, I looked at the TVG as an important race, yet without one of the two stars in
the lineup, how could it actually live up to
what we’ve become accustomed to during this
incredible racing season?
As we’ve come to understand in this sport,
purses and finish times matter very little
when assessing the top athletes. How they
perform against one another is the sole determining factor that remains.
For Takter and the rest of us there is no
need to be sad. Through the power of replay,
we no longer have to attempt to visualize the
great races of the past we witnessed only once
and are left with our imagination to expand or
contract its virtue.
Saturday night left us with a nice going away
present from Always B Miki, as he showed up

in a big way to vanquish rivals that were not
expected to give him a race down the stretch.
There were so many great races this year
that 2017 may be hard-pressed to come close
simply because the horses won’t be able to
match the ability, stamina and competitiveness of this extraordinary class. It’s too early
to say for some, but the races we witnessed
may stand in the once-in-a-lifetime category,
depending how old you are today.
Always B Miki’s first big race of the year
didn’t happen to come against Wiggle It
Jiggleit, but at the time there seemed to be
another horse in the lineup that had stepped to
the top. Mel Mara had defeated Always B Miki
at The Meadowlands in a race that he had sped
away from his rival and gained enough separation early. So on June 25 at The Downs at
Mohegan Sun Pocono, the two would do battle
in an epic elimination for the Ben Franklin.
Corey Callahan had the reins behind Mel
Mara from the pole position in the Franklin
elim and after allowing outside horses to cross
over in the 26-second opening quarter, he
made a blistering speed move to take control
into the stretch the first time. David Miller
with Always B Miki pretty much had a similar
strategy in mind and he sent Always B Miki
full throttle to try to gain control of the issue
before the second turn. It was a split second
decision to make for Callahan and he chose to
park the favorite as opposed to yielding. What
ensued was an epic battle past a 53-second
half and through a 1:19 4/5 three quarters that
would sap the strength of most horses. Instead
what it produced was a weakened Mel Mara
and a powerful Always B Miki in the homeCONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Many races stand out in the saga of ‘Wiggle It’ vs. Always B Miki
CONTINUED from page 1

stretch of the 1:47 mile. Times were incredibly fast at Pocono on that evening, but the two
other elimination winners didn’t spend three
quarters of the mile on the outside as Always
B Miki did to accomplish their victories.
The Franklin final was a much easier
race for Always B Miki to navigate as Miller
gained control in the early stages. It was
a race where Montrell Teague took severe
criticism for allowing then bitter rival
Freaky Feet Pete to cross over before the
quarter thus pushing Wiggle It Jiggleit into
the three-hole when Always B Miki assumed
control. The Franklin final did produce an
epic struggle, as Teague forced the issue from
the half and the duo dueled through a 26 2/5
third quarter that appeared at the time to set
it up for the pocket-sitting Freaky Feet Pete.
In the stretch the top three maintained their
positions, with Always B Miki too strong for
either rival.
While the mile track may be the fairest of
all for every horse, it appears as if this year’s

best races came over the five-eighths mile
tracks, with Ohio the beneficiary of two of
the best races of this or any other year. The
Ewart on September 10 at Scioto Downs could
be the one race where the connections of both
horses agree that their horses went perhaps
the biggest miles of the year.
George Teague suggested that Wiggle It
Jiggleit’s slim defeat on that night was an
incredible and courageous effort for the
4-year-old considering how hard (25 2/5) his
horse had to work just to clear the lead and
that he had no time to rest before Always B
Miki was quickly at his flank. What made
the Ewart such a monumental event in my
mind was that Brett Miller was in the bike
substituting for David Miller behind Always
B Miki. Brett didn’t just move off the rail
with Always B Miki and methodically grind
up to the leader. Instead Always B Miki
was sent full throttle in pursuit of Wiggle It
Jiggleit and the two horses were eyeball-toeyeball through a hellacious 26-flat quarter,
with neither giving ground and both drivers
actively urging their horses on. If there’s one

bit of footage to show the entire world that
would best capture the spirit of this sport, I
would suggest we replay that piece of the mile
for eternity.
Always B Miki got the best of Wiggle It
Jiggleit in the shadow of the wire in the Ewart
but the runner-up earned more respect at the
same time.
In the end, as we review the memories and
the video of both horses, the races need to be
put in perspective. Always B Miki was a horse
that improved with each year of racing and
recovered from injury to do so. As a 5-yearold he was a bit stronger than his younger
rival and that may have given him the slim
edge at the end of the year.
Wiggle It Jiggleit will race again as a
5-year-old and if he improves just a little, as
he did between his 3 and 4-year-old seasons,
there’s a lot to look forward to in 2017.
I’ll enjoy replaying these races for a long
time and will always think of the Takters and
the Teagues that made it all possible.
Thanks again.

Everyone’s still chasing Yannick Gingras atop the leaderboard
By Derick Giwner
With about six weeks of racing action
remaining before we hit the finish line in
2016, the name at the top of the leaderboard
for drivers is once again Yannick Gingras.
Despite being on pace for least productive
year since 2011, the Quebec native is on the
verge of leading North America in earnings
for the third consecutive year.
With horses driven by Gingras having
earned $12,298,470 (thru 11/14), the 37-yearold was sitting $377,420 ahead of 2015 United
States Harness Writers Driver of the Year
David Miller. Gingras’ total is all the more
impressive when you consider his 1,877 starts
are the fewest by any of the other drivers in
the top five in the standings. Depending on
his driving schedule around the upcoming holidays, Gingras figures to fall a few
hundred-thousand short of his $13,597,986
total from 2015 and well short of his massive
$17,297,581 figure set in 2014.
“Overall it has been a good year but not a
great year. After 2014, it’s going to be hard to
top that,” said Gingras, who admitted he had
mixed feelings over his 2016 campaign. “I can’t
complain, it’s been a good year, but Southwind
Frank, either he wasn’t very good or I didn’t
have him in the right spot. That part is a bit
disappointing, with him being hurt a little bit.”
Gingras, who by rule takes home 5% of the
earnings from horses he steers, eclipsed the
$11 million mark for the seventh straight
year in 2016. That accomplishment is no
doubt due to the support from main clients
Ron Burke and Jimmy Takter. Both trainers tend to give Gingras first call on their top
prospects and this year that includes a pair
of potential divisional champions in Ariana
G (Takter) and Hannelore Hanover (Burke).

Yannick Gingras steered Hannelore Hanover to double-digit wins in 2016.
The driver also handles older pacing mare
standout Lady Shadow.
Burke’s stable surpassed the $20 million
mark for the fourth consecutive year on
November 14 and Takter recently moved over
$10 million for the third straight year.
Looking back, Gingras still focused on
the one that got away when asked about his
most memorable moments of 2016. His appreciation for 3-year-old trotting colt Southwind
Frank, who recently retired to stud duty at
Diamond Creek Farms, shines through.
“There have been a lot of good races.
Maybe All The Time winning the Hambletonian Oaks. That was definitely a race that
was really good for me. She is so tough,” said
Gingras. “Southwind Frank, the performance he delivered in the Hambletonian
Final just shows what a true champion he
is. Maybe in defeat, that might have been the
performance I was most proud of this year.”

Nikki Sherman

While he has a special place in his heart
for Southwind Frank, it is 4-year-old trotting
mare Hannelore Hanover that has the potential to score big for the driver in 2017 and
beyond. While sprinkling in the occasional
start against male counterparts, Hannelore
Hanover was able to win 17 of 20 races and
only finished worse than second once during
her spectacular season.
“I think she can compete with all the
boys and give them all they want. She can
do it either way, she proved it here (at The
Meadowlands) when she beat JL Cruze and
Obrigado in an overnight. The sky’s the limit
for her next year.”
For Gingras, who has driven horses to over
$132 million in earnings, good for ninth on
the all-time list behind leader John Campbell
($299,005,967), with the help of Burke, Takter
and other top barns, the sky is certainly the
limit.

Huntsville looks to roll a seven in Saturday’s Governor’s Cup Final
In fact, Huntsville paced in 1:50 at The
Meadows during the summer and has been
invincible since then.
Trainer Ron Burke has a pair in the Governor’s Cup. In addition to Breeders Crown
third-place finisher Miso Fast (post 1), Burke
sends out Filibuster Hanover (post 7), one
of just three horses to defeat Huntsville this
year, albeit in his first start of the year. Filibuster Hanover flashed a solid late kick after
making a break in the Breeders Crown trials
but was no match for Huntsville and company
in the final, finishing a well-beaten eighth.
This will be the last start of Huntsville’s
juvenile campaign and Schnittker said he’ll
get turned out at his farm for a couple of
months before bringing him back to condition for his 3-year-old season.
“I haven’t begun to think about his schedule for next year,” said Schnittker. “He’s eligible for most everything except the Jug.”
In addition to Huntsville returning next
year, Schnittker will have his baby brother,
the yearling colt Wild Bill, to train as well.
“Yeah, he’s already broken,” said Schnittker about Wild Bill. “The entire family broke
well and was eager to train. It’ll be a miracle
if he turns out as good as Huntsville.
“I think Huntsville will come back good
next year. He’s a big, strong colt and they tend
to get better each year.”
The Governor’s Cup is scheduled as race 9
on Woodbine’s 12-race program. Post time is
slated for 7:30 p.m.

By Jay Bergman
Breeders Crown winner Huntsville carries
a six-race winning streak into the final major
juvenile pacing contest of 2016, the C$520,000
Governor’s Cup at Woodbine on Saturday
night. The homebred by Somebeachsomewhere will make his first appearance in
Canada for trainer Ray Schnittker.
“I trained him at Goshen (Historic Track)
in 1:57,” said Schnittker on Tuesday. “That’s
enough. I expect him to race well.”
Huntsville has won seven of his 10 lifetime
starts with his most impressive miles coming
at the end of the year.
“I haven’t had a 2-year-old that improved
with every start,” said Schnittker. “I would
say his performance in the Breeders Crown
was his best race.”
The Crown was a powerful display, with
Tim Tetrick guiding Huntsville to a 1:49 1/5
dominant victory over one-time conqueror
Downbytheseaside in the $600,000 race at
The Meadowlands.
In addition to capturing the lucrative
Pennsylvania Sire Stakes final, Huntsville
equaled the world record with a 1:49 victory
in a division of the International Stallion
Stakes at The Red Mile on October 8.
Huntsville drew post two in the 11-horse
Governor’s Cup directly inside Downbyetheseaside, a multiple world champion that
finished second some two lengths behind

Nikki Sherman

Huntsville starts from post two in the
C$520,000 Governor’s Cup.

him in the Breeders Crown. Also by Somebeachsomewhere, Downbyetheseaside will
be driven by Dave Miller for trainer Brian
Brown.
For Schnittker, the shift to Woodbine
shouldn’t impact the performance of Huntsville. “He’s a good shipper and I think he
can get over any track. He raced well at
Harrah’s Philadelphia and The Meadows, so
I don’t think Woodbine should be a problem,”
Schnittker said.
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Sky is the limit for Tim Tetrick-driven
Breeders Crown starters Huntsville, Walner
By Derick Giwner

Take advantage
of our 2016 rates now
and reap the benefits.
From 2007 to 2013 driver Tim Tetrick was on
top of the Harness Racing world. Horses under
his control earned over $120 million during
that span as he led North America in earnings in each season. While Tetrick has been
replaced at the top of the heap for the last two
years by Yannick Gingras, the 35-year-old has
renewed horsepower in the form of Huntsville
and Walner that could vault him back to the
front of the line.
Although sitting $1,074,183 behind Gingras
on the earnings leaderboard in 2016, Tetrick
will be odds-on to win the $600,000 Breeders
Crown events for colts on both the trot and
pace at The Meadowlands on Saturday night.
In Huntsville he has the co-fastest 2-year-old
pacer of all-time, sharing a 1:49 mark with
Sweet Lou (2011) and fellow Crown finalist
Downbytheseaside. Not to be outdone, Walner
is the fastest rookie trotting colt in history,
stopping the timer in 1:51 3/5 at the Red Mile
in early October.
To have one top 2-year-old with the potential
to dominate the following year is phenomenal.
To seemingly have the opportunity to drive
the winter book favorite for the Hambletonian
and top pacing events like the North America
Cup and Meadowlands Pace is a dream come
true.
“I did have American Jewel and Heston Blue
Chip at 2,” said Tetrick, recalling the top filly
pacer and colt, respectively. “They were both
really good and ended up being really good at
3, but these are my top two that I’ve had so far.”
Tetrick is no stranger to driving champion 2-year-old colt pacers. In 2012 he guided

Derick Giwner

Tim Tetrick guided Huntsville as they tied
a world record for 2-year-old pacers with a
1:49 win at the Red Mile.

Captaintreacherous to 8 wins in 10 starts and
nearly $1 million in earnings. The duo came
back at 3 to dominate the division with over $2
million in earnings and a 16-13-2-0 record.
Huntsville may have a way to go before being
mentioned in conversations with Captaintreacherous, but for Tetrick, he’s on the right
path.
“He’s close,” said Tetrick on how Huntsville compares to Captaintreacherous. “You
can’t knock Captain because he won everything. This horse hasn’t done it yet in his early

For more information or to place an ad, contact Derick Giwner
at dgiwner@drf.com or 212-366-7709.
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Rare combinations of super racehorses becoming super sires
ON THE MARK
By Bob Marks
@BobMarks3
There is hardly a doubt that the two top
horses of the millennium are pacer Somebeachsomewhere and trotter Muscle Hill.
Conveniently, both are by far the leading sires
of their respective gaits, though a question
could be: Have the best on-track performers
typically dominated in the breeding shed?
The answer to that is a resounding negative!
In the recently completed Breeders Crown,
Somebeachsomewhere achieved a level of
dominance unseen since Adios was ruling the
pacing roost in the early 1960’s. Of the forty 2and 3-year-old finalists, 19 or almost half were
by the Mach Three son, while in the 2-year-old
pacing colt division seven of the 10 starters
were his sons.
Muscle Hill, considered by some as perhaps
the greatest trotter of any age, dominated the
trotting Crowns and the recently concluded
Lexington and Harrisburg yearling sales.
His colts and fillies brought almost unprecedented prices, including the $800,000 for Tactical Landing in Lexington plus the $410,000 for
Story Time Hanover and $400,000 for Hey Jock
at Harrisburg.
Somebeachsomewhere was by far the leading pacing sire in terms of yearling price
and average, as his son Pro Beach (Darlin’s
Delight) topped all pacers at $450,000.
Having observed some six decades of horses
dating back to the 60s, I’ve created a list of
trotting and pacing superstars for comparison purposes to our current breeding shed
dominators.
The Pacers: Adios Butler, Bret Hanover,
Albatross, Niatross, Nihilator.
The Trotters: Speedy Scot, Nevele Pride,
Mack Lobell, and maybe Self Possessed.
Let’s examine them.
Adios Butler may have been ahead of his
time as a racehorse but he was emphatically
not that way in the stud barn. Other than
Honest Story and maybe Lord Butler, it’s hard
to actually remember any of his better ones.
Bret Hanover started out like a house on
fire with brilliant early crops featuring the
likes of Strike Out, Melvins Woe, Hilarious
Way, etc., but soon petered out and by the time

Storm Damage came along he was very much
an also-ran sire.
Albatross was the leading sire of his day,
getting Niatross, Sonsam, Three Diamonds,
Fan Hanover and so many others, but he was
not an enduring sire as none of his sons were
able to carry on.
Niatross had a brilliant first crop, a solid
second crop and that was it thereafter as none
of his sons could carry on.
Nihilator was not a successful sire.
Of the trotters, Speedy Scot sired Speedy
Crown and Arnie Almahurst and not much
else, although Speedy Crown was far and
away a better sire than he was a racehorse.
Nevele Pride had Bonefish, Nevele Thunder and Zoot Suit, though he played a distinct
second fiddle to Super Bowl in terms of Star’s
Pride’s siring sons.
Mack Lobell was infertile as was Self
Possessed, although the latter held up long
enough to produce Cantab Hall from his
second crop.
Switching over to the thoroughbreds, I can
recall a quartet of superstars from the 70’s in
Secretariat, Seattle Slew, Affirmed and Spectacular Bid.
Of those, Secretariat was not great in the
breeding shed, although a couple of his fillies
became good producers. Seattle Slew was
a leading sire and an excellent sire of sires.
Affirmed took a distinct backseat to rival
Alydar in the stud barn while Spectacular Bid
was unsuccessful.
How this fares for American Pharoah and
California Chrome is anybody’s guess, though
it could be noted that Man o’ War and Citation
were better on the racetrack than in the stud
barn.
Getting back to Harness Racing, the following could be considered super-sires in pacers:
Adios, Meadow Skipper, Most Happy Fella,
Cam Fella, Artsplace, Western Hanover, Western Ideal and trotters Star’s Pride, Speedy
Crown and Valley Victory.
Adios was far from a “superstar” on the racetrack, though he had his moments. Meadow
Skipper did some “super” things, especially
in the Cane and Poplar Hill at Lexington,
though generally he ranked beneath cropmate Overtrick. Most Happy Fella may have
been the best of his age group, but perhaps not
as gifted as fellow Meadow Skipper son Albatross. Cam Fella was a great horse, though not
as dominant a sire as say an Adios or Somebeachsomewhere. Artsplace was a bit behind

Precious Bunny on the track but far superior
in the breeding shed. Western Hanover was a
very good horse and perhaps a better sire, as is
still going through Western Ideal. Star’s Pride
was a better sire than he was a racehorse and
ditto for Speedy Crown. The jury is somewhat
out on Valley Victory, as it’s hard to say what
he would have been had he completed his
3-year-old season. He was however unquestionably a milestone sire until succumbing to
infertility in his later years.
The bottom line is that domination on
the track as a racehorse followed by similar
supremacy in the breeding shed is rare to say
the least. Somebeachsomewhere and Muscle
Hill have certainly bucked the trend.
As for what the future holds for “Beach” and
Muscle Hill is anybody’s guess, but a likely
scenario is that both will continue to excel in
the immediate future. Beach recovered brilliantly from his down 3rd crop season, which
saw him breed less than 100 mares while
Muscle Hill, a grandson of Valley Victory,
has apparently inherited his sire Muscles
Yankee’s strong fertility.
Both too have sons with crops poised to
hit the sales rings next year. For Beach, it’s
Captaintreacherous and for Muscle Hill, it’s
his Hambletonian winning son Trixton. Both
were well received.
Stay tuned.

One last appearance
for Always B Miki
By Derick Giwner
Always B Miki will step onto the track
one last time on Friday at The Meadowlands. The fastest horse in the history of
the sport with a 1:46 winning mile will
have an official retirement ceremony at
the New Jersey track.
“We are going to have a retirement
ceremony here,” said co-owner Bob Boni
before Adam Bowden, who will stand
Always B Miki at his Diamond Creek
Farms for a fee of $12,500 chuckled, “and
then we’ll pick him up Saturday.”
Always B Miki joins a strong contingent of pacing stallions at Diamond
Creek that already includes Sweet
Lou, A Rocknroll Dance and Ponder.
That said, there was no hesitation from
Bowden when asked what type of mares
would go to Always B Miki.
“He’ll get the best mares, like he
deserves. It’s that simple,” said Bowden,
who added that he’ll continue to go after
the best stallions each year. “I don’t want
anyone else getting them,” said Bowden
with a laugh.
Always B Miki will have about a month
off before being formally tested for fertility, though Bowden said that there was no
reason to believe that would be an issue.

